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Dashboards 

Broadband – overview of key data 

Note: For definitions and methodology see relevant report section and annexes 1-2. Call waiting times are calculated for landline and broadband services together. Average 
call waiting time includes KCOM and Post Office. Red or green shading and * indicates significantly lower/higher than the sector average at the 95% confidence level for 
market research results. 
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Landline – overview of key data 

Note: For definitions and methodology see relevant report section and annexes 1-2. Call waiting times are calculated for landline and broadband services together. Average 
call waiting time includes KCOM. Red or green shading and * indicates significantly lower/higher than the sector average at the 95% confidence level for market research 
results. A sufficient sample was not obtained in the satisfaction research to be able to publish a metric for Post Office. Inclusion criteria for satisfaction with complaints 
handling research is those providers with a 4% or more market share; ‘-‘ represents no data for satisfaction with complaint handling due to providers having a market share 
of below 4% at Q1 2017.  
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Mobile – overview of key data 

Note: For definitions and methodology see relevant report section and annexes 1-2. Red or green shading and * indicates significantly lower/higher than the sector average 
at the 95% confidence level. Vodafone’s data on call waiting times was not comparable to other providers. giffgaff does not have a call centre and it does not meet the 
market share threshold to be included in Ofcom’s published complaints data. Ofcom complaints data: Due to the different methodologies used to compile subscriber figures, 
we have identified through sensitivity checks that BT Mobile’s performance in 2017 may be comparable to Vodafone. A sufficient sample was not obtained in the customer 
satisfaction research, satisfaction with complaints handling and reason to complain research to be able to publish a metric for BT Mobile.  
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